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Abstract

This work starts with the observation of a certain "rule" (up to now unexplored)

in the fundamental laws of Nature. We show some evidence of this, and formulate

it as a fundamental principle which exhibits a number physical consequences. In

particular, a new, very simple and extremely aesthetic uni�ed model, which includes

supersymmetry and supergravity, naturally arises from this principle, together with

some new "physics".

Furthermore, the new interpretation of Kaluza-Klein extra dimensions we advo-

cate here provides a natural argument for dimensional reduction, and the agreement

with the observed phenomenology is recovered. In the high energy regime, a new

physics is expected.

Consequences in QFT are shortly commented. Finally, we observe a structure

of "levels" and formulate a general conjecture about such a concept.
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1 Introduction

We present here a remarkably simple uni�ed theory of �elds (including gravity) motivated

(or inspired) by a hypothetized regularity of the natural laws.

In many aspects, the structure of (classical) �eld theory shares a great "similarity"

with Classical Mechanics; for instance, the structure of the Nambu-Goto action,

SNG =
Z
(�g)1=2@a�

A@a�A; (1)

for the "matter �elds" in �eld theory (FT) is very similar to the action for a single particle

in Classical Mechanics

Sp =
Z
dt(dx�=dt)2: (2)

We realise this similarity by means of the correspondence t ! M and x ! �. we claim

that this is not a simple coincidence, but it rather reveals a fundamental fact of Nature

with strong consequences.

We begin by stating the single fundamental hypothesis of the present work:

FT-OPT: There exists a universal correspondence between the theoretical structure

of FT and the One-Particle Theory (OPT). In particular, the world-line of a particle

embedded in a spacetime M corresponds to the embedding of M in the meta-spacetime,

M, of the matter-�elds of FT 1.

With the help of known facts of OPT, we �nd important ones for FT; for instance,

SUSY and SUGRA.

1FT is a meta-theory of one particle. This resembles a sort of "fractal" behavior; we shall come back

to this point at the end.
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In particular, a simpler and new uni�ed model arises naturally from this principle.

However, its general validity is not necessary in its formulation, and this model can be

proposed independently from the fundamental hypothesis (FT-OPT).

2 Direct consequences of FT-OPT in FT.

We assume here some well-known points of the structure of OPT; they are listed below:

OPT1) One-particle is a one-dimensional membrane, which moves on a 4-d Lorentzian

manifold M .

OPT2) Its equation of motion is such that it describes a "geodesic" onM . This derives

from (2), which corresponds to the "length" of the world line in M .

OPT3) The theory satis�es the full requirements that build up the kinematical struc-

ture of General Relativity (GR); for instance, covariance with respect to "general trans-

formations of coordinates".

OPT4) The metric, g, of M satis�es the Einstein Equation (E-E).

These assumptions have their counterparts in FT, in agreement with the FT-OPT

hypothesis, namely:

FT1) The spacetime,M , is a d-dimensional membrane embedded in a meta-manifold,

M, the space of "matter-�elds" 2.

FT2) The equation of motion of M corresponds to the minimal world volume ("d-

dimensional geodesics"); they are the �eld equations.

FT3) The theory describing the background M is a "meta"-GR. In particular, we

have two very useful facts of FT:

I. If we assume the existence of fermionic matter �elds together with the bosonic one,

general covariance (GC) requires SUSY. The meta-spacetimeM is the superspace.

2In agreement with known FT, this must be a complex manifold.
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II. GC implies local gauge symmetry, but it has a richer structure: In Section 3, this

is discussed in more details.

FT4) From GC with respect to transformations between the commuting and anti-

commuting coordinates of M, the metric, G, of M satis�es Super E-E (SUGRA).

Then, we also know:

D := dim(bosonic)[M] < 12: (3)

Notice that the power of FT-OPT: FT1...FT4, which are true matters in FT, have

been remarkably obtained from it and from well-known facts of OPT.

Another important remark is about the interpretation of the superspace: there are

several (recent) embedded models [1] which work with this, but the interpretation of this

space is di�erent: this is the spacetime in itself, and the observed 4-d is typically obtained

by Kaluza-Klein-type mechanisms [2]. In this approach, M-space is interpreted as the

space of matter �elds -as we have mentioned above-, whereas the physical space-time is

some (d < D)-surface embedded in it, which parametrizes the evolution of the �elds [3].

The dimensionality of this surface remains unexplained.

3 Uni�cation from FT-OPT.

Notice that FT1.... FT4 already constitute the elements of a uni�ed FT model.

"Our uni�ed FT is de�ned by taking these ones to be the fundamental assumptions."

We shall describe this in some more details.

All the matter �elds, �A, (they might include fermions) play the same role as the coor-

dinates of a single particle in a Einstein's spacetime, and the background coordinates will
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be like the proper time; the resulting equation will correspond to the "minimal surface" in

the (meta)spaceM. A minimal manifold is the natural generalization of the "geodesical

hypothesis". The embedding �eld �A(x�) : M ! M describes the evolution of those

matter �elds.

For simplicity, let us restrict ourselves to the bosonic sector of coordinates. Thus, the

action must be:

S := dm
Z
M
(�g)1=2 = m

Z
M
(�g)1=2[qcaq

d
bGcdg

ab]; (4)

where m is a fundamental constant and qba is the "projector" from TpM into TpM
3,

which may be written in terms of the embedding:

qba = [@��
A]dax

� @b

@�A
: (5)

x� denotes coordinates in the basis-manifold M and �A are coordinates in M. The

latin indices a; b stand for the abstract ones [4] ofM, while the greek �; �:: and the capital

A;B::: correspond to the coordinate frame of M and M, respectively. The covariant

derivative is, according to FT3, compatible with Gab.

From (5), it is easy to see that (4) adopts the more familiar Nambu-Goto form 4.

We shall prove the agreement of this model with what is known for FT. This shall

be done with the techniques of Dimensional Reduction (DR), but in a spirit remarkably

di�erent from the Kaluza-Klain (KK) picture.

Now, we are left with the task of showing this for interacting �elds, and later for the

matter-sector.

Firstly, it is very important to have in mind the concept of Dimensional Reduction

(DR).

3Recall that in a Lorentzian general manifold d = Tr(g).

4For G at, (4) reduces to (1).
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The condition for Dimensional Reduction 5 is that there exists a manifoldM , embed-

ded in M, such that every �eld on M is nearly function of the coordinates of M , that is

to say; if f is some �eld on M, then

f � f(x�): (6)

such a manifoldM, is called reducible manifold.

In this framework, DR is naturally ruled by the energy of the system; the main reason

is that the extra coordinates have a clear interpretation:

It can be seen, from action (4), that if the energy is limited, the matter-�eld amplitude,

j��j � j(��)maxj, is bounded too (recall that they are associated to theD�d coordinates).

Then, natural units of � must combine to produce a constant l such that l�� has unit of

length; if l is small enough 6, a very large j(��)maxj is need to observe some variation of

f 7 with respect to �.

"For small matter �elds (low energy), we have DR-condition (6)".

Interacting �elds.

Notice that, in principle, we have no gauge �elds. From FT3, all the �eld theory is

encoded in the metricGab, which satis�es the E-E (the bosonic sector). The �eld equation

is:

Rab[G]� (1=2)GabR = Tab; (7)

where Tab is the energy momentum tensor, derived from the Lagrangian term (4) in the

usual way8.

Thus, it is evident that we have a new physics when DR-conditions do not hold. i.e,

corrections to the current YM equations appear and then: a new phenomenology might

5DR-condition.

6This could be ruled by the fundamental constant m.

7Any �eld of the theory.
8In the contribution to the energy-momentum tensor, there should be a distribution on M -

proportional to m-.
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be expected when the amplitudes of matter �elds are not negligible.

Now, we shall show how to make contact with the observed interacting-�eld theory

which is successfully enough described by an Einstein-YM theory9.

In a neighborhood of a point p�M , the structure of M is �M �F .

For the interactions, the DR-scheme (KK-model) works whenever the following DR-

condition holds:

The metric G at the point q�M depends only of the projection map of q into M:

[LvGab]jp�M � 0; (8)

for every v�TpF -this means that v is a Killing vector in a neighborhood of p-.

In other words, the dependence of G on the �elds �A can be neglected. And again,

this occurs when the energy of the matter �elds is low.

Using (8), the components of G can be separated and identi�ed with the M-metric g,

and the 1-form gauge potentials; thus, we can �nd Einstein-YM theory, with the gauge

group being that of the standard model, in the same way as doing dimensional reduction.

As it has been shown by Witten [2], this requires dim[M] = 11 in remarkable agreement

with the constraint (3).

On the gauge theories.

Typically, the structure of the �ber F is considered linear, a (natural) representation

space for the gauge group; but, this theory implies a stronger locality for the gauge �elds,

namely, the parameter � of a local gauge transformation not only depends on the space-

time point x�, but also on the matter �elds �; actually, it is a function of the point in

M. A meta-local gauge transformation is actually a pointwise coordinate transformation

of M. We naturally have corrections to YM equations for the gauge �elds.

It is well-known that GR can be formulated as a gauge theory for the group of local

coordinates transformations. In the present context, the current gauge theories (stan-

9The standard model.
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dard model) are built by restricting to "particular" di�eomorphisms of M; the "gauge-

coordinate transformations (GCT)":

x� ! x0� = x0�(x�); (9)

�! �0 = u(x�)�(x�); (10)

where u:uy = 1. Notice that in this type of transformations, the local transformation-

matrix is fairly independent from the matter �elds, if � represents a matrix element,

�(x; �) � �(x); (11)

in agreement with DR-condition!. So, GCT are the di�eomorphisms consistent with DR,

and DR-condition could be implemented at this level, i.e FT could be built from the

invariance with respect to GCT, as is well known. The current Einstein-YM is recovered

when DR-conditions hold.

This theory is a meta-GR theory: this is a meta-local gauge theory, in the sense that

(11) does not hold and the gauge transformation is �eld-dependent.

Incidentally, �eld-dependent gauge transformations appear very often in SUSY and

SUGRA in connection with Wess-Zumino-type gauges [5].

Matter sector.

FT1 prescribes the structure of FT but does not pick out the physical �elds of the

theory i.e, this does not specify which are the the coordinates of M that represent the

matter �elds. Unfortunately, such a freedom provides us with various perspectives to �nd

the correct coupling between the matter and the gauge �elds. Here we consider only one

of these.

For simplicity, take D = d+ 110. Starting with the action (4), consider the particular

embedding (x� ! �A):

10Where the extra coordinate is assumed to be complex.
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�A =
�
�d+1 := �(x�);��(x�)

�
; (12)

such that,

��(x�) := �ie
Z
��(x�)dx�; (13)

where e is the "coupling" constant and � represents the physical matter �eld. Then, we

have:

@��
A = (@��;�ie�

����): (14)

The metric components, GAB, are supposed to be nearly independent from �d+1.

Thus, action (4), written in these coordinates, reads as below:

SNG = m
Z
M
(�g)1=2g��

�
Gd+1;d+1@��@��

� � ie��G�;d+1@��+ c:c:� e2���G��

�
; (15)

which, with the K-K ans�atze, agrees with the action for a charged scalar matter �eld [6].

The non-Abelian case is rather di�erent and shall not be analyzed here.

Quantization.

Clearly, we can apply FT-OPT to the quantization, in such a way that the one-

particle Quantum Mechanics corresponds to QFT. But, now, remarkably enough, QFT

is the quantization of a uni�ed FT -which includes gravity-, where the meta-background

M would remain �xed. Thus, a QG would be de�ned.

4 A conjecture about the possible fractality in the

natural laws.

If we de�ne meta-�elds (�elds on the meta-spacetime), we would have a meta-FT (MFT)

too. Thus, in principle it appears natural to go one step further in this context by applying

again FT-OPT, establishing a correspondence between FT and MFT. So, we would have

an interesting structure of the natural laws; a sort of fractality. We could postulate this
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as a fundamental fact, but the fundamental reason for these jumps and their structure

are mysterious and they should be investigated more accurately.

5 Concluding remarks.

Firstly, we need to stress again that the hypothesis FT-OPT is not required for the validity

of this uni�ed FT; the latter could be established by itself. Nevertheless, if we start from

this FT, the hypothesis FT-OPT is remarkably satis�ed.

In this framework, multiple conceptual uni�cations have appeared naturally:

- Matter �elds and spacetime coordinates appear at the same conceptual level. This

open up the possibility to analyze the space-time geometry in terms of particles11; clearly,

the inverse also holds through.

- Susy, coordinate and gauge transformations are particular classes of the most general

di�eomorphisms of M.

- The space-time and the target metrics (appearing for instance, in strings, sigma

models, and others) are the same entity.

The energy-density of the matter �elds is associated to the "amplitude of variation"

of the non spacetime (D � d)-coordinates. Thus, energetic reasons for DR can naturally

be argued.

Other issues have been solved as the old problem of the interpretation of the extra

dimension in the Kaluza-Klein models; here, they are recognized as the matter �elds.

The surprising agreement with the dimensionality (D=11) required for a realistic FT

must be remarked [2].

In a forthcoming paper, we shall exploit physical consequences arising from this new

formulation of FT.

A novel possibility has been put in: to interpret the �fth coordinate (or extra dimen-

11loosely speaking.
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sions, in general) of the recent brane-world-type models [1] as a �eld on the 4-d brane,

which is interpreted as the physical space-time.
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